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Abstract 
Deep Clustering learns feature representations in 
embedded space suitable for clustering. In Deep 
Convolutional Embedded Clustering (DCEC) 
algorithm, the last convolution layer feature map of 
encoder is used to build the embedded space. This 
considers spatial information retains in the last 
convolution layer of encoder, which unable to 
identify the discriminative parts of the image. To 
address this issue, we propose a solution using Global 
Average Pooling (GAP) of the last convolution layer 
feature maps in the encoder.  This will encourage the 
network to identify all discriminative regions and an 
extent of an object to formulate semantic image 
clusters (SIC). Our experimental results prove the 
efficiency of proposed Global Average Pooled Deep 
Convolutional Embedded Clustering (GAPDCEC) 
for simultaneous feature learning and clustering. 
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1.Introduction 
Clustering is an Unsupervised data analysis and 
visualization methodology for grouping similar 
images in Content based image retrieval (CBIR). 
Most of the clustering methodologies deal with 
different distance functions to measure the similarity 
between the raw pixels on data space. These distance 
driven approaches on handcrafted images are still in 
an infancy stage to extract meaningful clusters. 
Mapping raw pixel representations with human 
understandable representations is a quite challenging 
task. Recently data-driven approaches are more 
successful in building cluster friendly feature space. 
Clustering is a complex process in large data space. 
To avoid this, recent approaches [1,2,3] are using 
shallow embedded space. 
Semantic Image Clustering (SIC) is the unsupervised 
machine learning approach using knowledge 
representation concepts to group unlabelled images 
meaning fully. It leans the efficient discriminative 
features to reduce semantic gap in retrieval systems. 
Most popular methodology in this area uses relevance 
feedback(RF) [4]. Some other approaches are using 
knowledge representation mechanisms like  
 

 
Ontology [5] in their contributions. RF deals with low 
level representation based traditional approach with 
human judgement. Ontology deals with concepts, 
constraints and domain knowledge. However, these 
approaches are still facing difficulties with complex 
structure of unlabelled images. 
Recent success in deep learning approaches are using 
a shallow embedded space through representation 
learning [1] for feature learning and clustering 
individually. Some other approaches [3] are jointly 
learning features and clustering in embedded space 
with high performance. 
Some of the interesting questions in deep learning are 
still unclear. For example, which framework CNN 
features are more suitable for clustering? How is the 
memory space to store these deep features? What 
type of autoencoders are more suitable for effective 
clustering? Which methodology will be useful in 
creating cluster friendly embedded space? Which loss 
functions are effective in reducing both clustering and 
reconstruction loss of deep autoencoders? 
Our main idea is to reduce the space for valid deep 
features suitable for clustering. This embedded latent 
space captures the structure of data and used to group 
similar data points. 
 
2.Related Work 
Research on SIC uses Relevance Feedback, Ontology 
and deep learning. Some of the interesting 
contributions are summarized below. 
SIC is developed based on RF approaches [4] are 
suffers with exact interpretation of context meaning. 
To overcome this difficulty, they are heavily 
depending on several iterations of human feedback.  
Different kinds of ontologies like domain ontology, 
constraint ontology, evaluation ontology [6, 7, 8, 9] 
was used in existing research contributions. Some 
other contributions are using both relevance feedback 
and ontology as a hybrid approach [10]. However, 
these approaches are not meeting the expectations of 
user in producing relevant results. 
 
Nowadays deep representations are using heavily to 
perform clustering, make use of different types of 
auto-encoder representations, structure designs and 
clustering performance evaluations 
[1,3,11,12,13,14]. Stacked autoencoders(SAE) 
[1,11,12,15] are widely used in deep clustering. Due 
to layer-wise pretraining and involved complicated 
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procedures related to these methodologies, SAE 
consumes more resources for execution. Clustering 
loss is used to tune the parameters and cluster centres 
simultaneously in Deep Embedded Clustering(DEC) 
[1]. DEC feature space may be corrupted due to non-
preservation of data properties. This problem is 
overcome by DCEC [3] with the help of local 
structure preservation. DCEC used Convolution 
autoencoder to learn feature and local structure 
preservation. DEPICT [13] prevents allocation of 
clusters to outlier samples through regularization and 
effectively maps a data into nonlinear embedded 
space. JULE [2], based on a recurrent framework and 
iteratively clustered using agglomerative clustering 
algorithm. 
 
Conventional clustering methods are high 
computation cost for large-scale datasets. K-means is 
more suitable for large-scale clustering. But reducing 
the storage of the large amount of data computation 

cost is a challenging task. Our proposed approach will 
overcome these difficulties. 

- Our main idea to introduce GAP to reduce 
overfitting, identify all discriminative 
regions. The contributions are Deep 
autoencoder with GAP provides all 
discriminative nonlinear embedded space. 

- End to End joint learning approach, which 
simultaneously learns feature representation 
and clustering. 

- GAP will be used to regularize model 
parameters and it overcomes the overfitting 
problem by reducing parameters. 

- Existing methods are used to identify one 
discriminative region. But our method act as 
a detector to identify different patterns in the 
image. 

- CNN followed by GAP will be used to 
identify the object regions and localizations 
in the image. 

 
 

3. Global Average Pooled Deep Convolutional Embedded Clustering (GAPDCEC) 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The representative model of proposed GAPDCEC for MNIST   
 
We modified the DCEC by introducing GAP to the 
last convolutional layer as shown in Fig. 1. In DCEC 
one discriminative region will be identified. But in 
GAPDCEC all discriminative regions along with 
their localizations will be identified. Consider a 
dataset x of the MNIST image as an input digit image 
(0-9) of size 28X28X1. This input image is 
convoluted with stride of size 2, then convert the 
image after convolution1 to the size of 14X14X32 
feature maps. Same convolution operations are 
repeated up to convolution3. Then resulting the 
feature maps of size 3X3X128. We performed GAP 
on these feature maps instead of they flatten in 
DCEC. Then fully connected embedded layer with 
only 10-dimensional feature space. We keep the 
decoder as it is like in DCEC to learn upsampling. 
 
 

 
3.1 Deep Convolutional Autoencoder 
Convolutional Autoencoder [3] has two layers, 
corresponding to encoder 𝑓 (. ) and decoder  
𝑔 (. ) is generally defined as 
 𝑓 (𝑥) =  σ (𝑥 ∗ W) ≡ ℎ 
                𝑔 (ℎ) =  σ (ℎ ∗ U)                         (1)       
 
where 𝑓 (𝑥) and 𝑔 (ℎ) are encoder and decoder 
respectively. 𝑥, ℎ are vectors. σ is activation 
function. * is Convolution operator. 
 
3.2 Global Average Pooling 
In DCEC [3], the last convolution layer output of the 
encoder is flattened and fed by densely connected 
embedded layer with 10 units. This structure unable 
to capture discriminative regions of image. To avoid 
this in our Proposed GAPDCEC, we use the Global 
Average Pooling(GAP). Taking an inspiration from 
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Network-in -Network [16] and Googlenet [17], GAP 
followed by fully connected will improve localization 
ability with mapping resolution. 

Global Average pooling (𝐹 ) is defined [18] as      
 

           𝐹 = ∑ ∑ 𝐴                        (2) 

 
Where   𝐴  is Activation at location i,j of feature 
map Ak  and Z is the number of pixels in the feature 
map.                                                                                                                                                                                               
We modified the encoder function in our case with a 
convolution followed by GAP is defined as    
     
          𝑓 (x)= σ[(x*W) + 𝐹 ] ≡ h               (3) 
 
3.3 Clustering Loss and Reconstruction Loss 
We calculated Clustering loss and reconstruction loss 
same as DCEC [3]. We pretrain the convolutional 
autoencoder before performing the clustering. Then 
remove the decoder and finetune the encoder using 
below objective function. Embedded points(Zi) are 
valid feature representations for input data samples. 
Custer centres(µj), autoencoder weights (W, U) can 
be initialized by using K-means on Zi [3]. 
Clustering loss is computed as  
 

     𝐿 = 𝐾𝐿(𝑃||𝑄) = ∑ ∑ 𝑝  𝑙𝑜𝑔          (4)     

where 𝑝  is the target distribution, 𝑞 is the 
student’s t-distribution. 
Re-construction loss is defined as  
 
       𝐿 =  ∑ || 𝑥 −  𝑥  ||               (5)     
where 𝑥  is an input image and 𝑥  is re-constructed 
image. 
Our objective loss function is defined as 
                      𝐿 = 𝐿 + 𝛾𝐿                           (6)                  
Where 𝛾 > 0 is a coefficient that controls degree of 
distortion. 
 
3.4 Optimization 
We optimize (6) using mini batch stochastic gradient 
decent (SGD) with momentum and backpropagated. 
Our optimization function updates convolutional 
autoencoder weights, cluster centres and target 
distribution P same as DCEC [3]. 
Update the cluster centres by 
 

        𝜇 =  𝜇 −   ∑                           (7)                           

Where λ is Learning Rate and m is Mini batch 
 
Update the autoencoder weights by 

   𝑊 =  𝑊 −   ∑ +  𝛾   

                 𝑈 =  𝑈 −   ∑                      (8)                                    

We update the target distribution same as DCEC by 
considering stopping threshold δ [3]. 
 

The entire GAPDCEC algorithm is summarized 
below 
 
Algorithm: GAPDCEC algorithm 
Input:  
Input data: X; Number of dataset samples: n; 
Number of clusters: K; Learning Rate λ; Mini batch 
m; Stopping threshold: δ;  
Output:  
Autoencoder weights: W, U; Cluster centres: µj; 
Embedded points: Zi; Clustering Loss: 𝐿 ; 
Reconstruction Loss: 𝐿  ; Accuracy: Accuracy; 
Normalized Mutual Information: NMI; 
Algorithm: 
Initialize µj, W, U         \\according to section 3.3.                                
Compute all embedded points  𝑍 = { 𝑓  (𝑥 ) }  
Compute 𝐿 , 𝐿 , L using (4), (5), (6) 
while not Converged do 

Update 𝜇  using (7) 
Update 𝑊,U using (8) 
Update {𝑍 }  
Update Target distribution P    
                       \\according to section 3.3                                   

Ret urn 𝜇 , W, U 
                                           
4. Experiments 
We evaluate the proposed method (GAPDCEC) on 
three image datasets and compare the performance 
with other algorithms. We establish qualitative and 
quantitate experimental results that prove the 
efficiency of GAPDCEC compared to other 
competitive algorithms. Experiments are conducted 
on MNIST-Full [19], MNIST-Test [19], USPS 
datasets. 
 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
Experiments are conducted in intel i7 processor 
laptop with 8GB RAM and 4GB NVIDIA GPU 
memory. We developed our methodology using 
Python, TensorFlow and Keras. 
 
4.1.1 Comparison Methods 
We showed the efficacy of our system by comparing 
our algorithm with five state-of-the-art algorithms K-
means, DEC, IDEC, DCN and DCEC. Existing 
GitHub codes are used for all comparative methods. 
 
4.1.2 Parameter Setting 
DEC, IDEC algorithms use dimensions for encoder 
as d-500-500-2000-10 and for decoder 10-2000-500-
500-d for all data sets. All internal layers other than 
input, output and embedded layers are activated by 
ReLu. DCEC and GAPDCEC algorithms use 
convolution filters of 32,64,128 and kernels of size 
5X5, 5X5, 3X3 for con1, con2, cov3 respectively 
with stride 2. we fixed a learning rate of 0.01, a 
momentum of 0.9, a convergence threshold of 0.1% 
and an update interval of 140. 
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4.1.3 Evaluation Metric 
The Clustering methods are tested with the aid of 
Accuracy(ACC) and Normalized Mutual 
Information(NMI) [1].  

 
 
 
 

4.2 Results 
 

Table 1. Performance Comparison of clustering algorithms on three databases 
Datasets MNIST-Full MNIST-Test USPS 
Criterion ACC NMI ACC NMI ACC NMI 
K-means 54.24 48.52 54.63 50.18 66.82 62.66 
DEC 84.08 81.28 69.94 67.69 69.28 70.18 
IDEC 84.21 83.81 71.45 69.40 72.10 73.23 
DCN 83.24 81.34 69.86 67.34 69.14 70.12 
DCEC 88.97 88.49 85.29 83.61 79.00 82.57 

GAPDCEC 89.54 89.12 87.17 85.03 80.36 83.56 

Fig. 2. Datasets VS Accuracy 
 

 
Fig. 2. Datasets VS Accuracy 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Datasets VS NMI 
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Fig. 4. Epochs VS Accuracy for MNIST-Full                              Fig. 5. Epochs VS Accuracy for MNIST-Test 

             

Fig. 6. Epochs VS Accuracy for UPSC                                 Fig. 7. Epochs VS NMI for MNIST-Full 

    

      Fig. 8. Epochs VS NMI for MNIST-Test                              Fig. 9. Epochs VS NMI for UPSC 
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We evaluate the performance of our algorithm 
GAPDCEC with competitive algorithms of K-means, 
DEC, IDEC, DCN and DCEC as shown in the Table 
1. Both accuracy and NMI have improved in 
GAPDCEC compared to other algorithms. Fig. 4, 5,6 
show accuracy graphs with respect to different 
epochs. Fig. 7, 8,9 show the NMI graphs with respect 
to different epochs. 

5. Conclusion 
This paper proposes Semantic Image Clustering with 
GAPDCEC algorithm, which identifies all 
discriminative regions of image. This framework 
avoids an overfitting problem and concentrates on 
user query-based cluster target regions effectively. It 
learns discriminative features with localization, 
which can improve the cluster accuracy. The 
experiments conducted on five different comparative 
methods on three benchmarked data sets 
demonstrated the efficacy of GAPDCEC in terms of 
accuracy, NMI of clusters. In future, experiments will 
be conducted on complex and real time datasets to 
explore novel deep learning frameworks. 
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